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Letter ‘W’ is not very common letter for adjectives. Though there are many useful and
expressive words starting with it – ‘weird‘, ‘waggish‘, ‘walloping‘… Want to find more?
Check out our wonderful list of ‘w’ adjectives!
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Adjectives That Start with WA (56 Words)

wacky Informal or slang terms for mentally irregular If it is a wacky article, then
it is clear.

waggish Witty or joking- james fenimore cooper He smiled at the waggish humor.

wagnerian Of or relating to richard wagner or his music She was one of the greatest
wagnerian sopranos of the twentieth century.

wailful Vocally expressing grief or sorrow or resembling such expression-
shakespeare

wainscoted Fitted or decorated with panels or wainscoting The halls were wainscoted
in marble and mahogany.

waiting Being and remaining ready and available for use He is waiting patiently
for the promotion.

wakeful Marked by full consciousness or alertness It is important to be wakeful
and vigilant.

wakeless Deep and complete The area from the island east is now a 5 mph wakeless
speed area.

waking Marked by full consciousness or alertness Neal also makes a painting of
the motel in the waking hours of the morning.

walk-in Extending very far enough back to allow a person to enter To ambulate
means to walk along.

walking Close enough to be walked to You are a putrescent mass, a walking vomit.
walleyed Having divergent strabismus
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walloping Very large The wayfarer dinghy walloping window blind owned by ted and
wendy gadd.

wan Abnormally deficient in color as suggesting physical or emotional distress
She is still pale and wan from sickness.

wandering Having no fixed course He is wandering the streets of indiana, blubbering,
incoherent, a ruined man.

waning Pertaining to the period during which the visible surface of the moon
decreases Interest in mariachi music was waning.

wanted Desired or wished for or sought They wanted to show eurhythmics.
wanting Nonexistent Something is wanting in our recipe.
wanton Casual and unrestrained in sexual behavior She was taught not to wanton.

war-torn Laid waste by war That venture was torn asunder by scandals that rocked
the nation.

warlike Disposed to warfare or hard-line policies In fact, they were the most
warlike of all the stone age cultures.

warm Easily aroused or excited Divide warm bread pudding into bowls.

warmed Having been warmed up As temperatures warmed, the mountains in the
area were saturated with water.

warmhearted Marked by warmth of feeling like kindness and sympathy and generosity If
you do, you must be a warmhearted or active person.

warming Having or displaying warmth or affection The weather was uncommonly
warm.

warning Serving to warn She knows the point of the warning.

warped Used especially of timbers or boards; bent out of shape usually by
moisture The book cover was warped by heat.

warring Engaged in war But the edit warring is the problem.
warriorlike Befitting a warrior

wartlike Covered with warts or projections that resemble warts The places with
incomplete replacement are taken up by wartlike myrmekite.

warty Covered with warts or projections that resemble warts Flattened and
warty, 6 mm in diameter.

wary Marked by keen caution and watchful prudence Kamin is very wary of the
public’s likelihood of damaging the pavilion.

washable Capable of being washed without injury Oil based paints when dry tend to
be very durable, washable, and long lasting.
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washingtonian Of or relating to or in the manner of george washington It is like if
someone said that he is not american but washingtonian.

washy Overly diluted; thin and insipid The current wording is wishy washy.

waspish Very irritable Some of what i say is waspish but i always play the ball not
the man.

waste Located in a dismal or remote area; desolate I don’t have the time to
waste babysitting this page from vandalism.

wasted Not used to good advantage The publicity surrounding the
accomplishment was not wasted.

wasteful Tending to squander and waste All things are cheap to the saving, dear to
the wasteful.

watchful Experiencing or accompanied by sleeplessness- shakespeare Thank you
for having been watchful and the caution to the user.

water-cooled Kept cool or designed to be kept cool by means of water especially
circulating water The machine was freon refrigerant cooled.

waterborne Transported by water This is the most prevalent form of waterborne
vessel.

watercress
Of a moderate yellow-green color that is greener and deeper than moss
green and yellower and darker than pea green The species can be found in
the watercress zone of springs.

waterless Lacking sufficient water or rainfall They can subsist on vegetation in
waterless, semiarid areas.

waterlogged Soft and watery They are frequently waterlogged where the topography
dictates.

waterproof Not permitting the passage of water The case was both of the correct size
and waterproof.

waterproofed Not permitting the passage of water A waterproof zipper closure seals the
waterbed frame in the safety liner.

watertight Not allowing water to pass in or out As seawater filled the forward
compartments, the watertight doors shut.

waterworn Worn smooth by the action of water

watery Overly diluted; thin and insipid Bronchorrhea is the production of more
than 100 ml per day of watery sputum.

wavelike Uneven by virtue of having wrinkles or waves A field excitation can be
wavelike and still be at rest.

wavy Uneven by virtue of having wrinkles or waves The remainder of the coat is
longer and wavy or curly.
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waxen Having the paleness of wax- bram stoker And melt the waxen hearts of
men.

waxlike Having the paleness of wax- bram stoker

waxy Easily impressed or influenced Spermaceti is the semi liquid, waxy
substance found in the sperm whale’s head.

wayward Resistant to guidance or discipline I will commend the deserving and
encourage the wayward.

Adjectives That Start with WE (62 Words)

weak Lacking bodily or muscular strength or vitality Her bones are weak and
fragile.

weak-kneed Lacking will power or resolution She faces fear and the unknown with a
flinch but never weak kneed.

weaker Wanting in moral strength, courage, or will; having the attributes of man
as opposed to e.g. divine beings The people colonized the weak people.

weakest Not having authority, political strength, or governing power The people
colonized the weak people.

weakly Lacking bodily or muscular strength or vitality Both the fruit bodies and
the mycelia are weakly bioluminescent.

wealthier Having an abundant supply of money or possessions of value The wealthy
grew thin, and the poor died of starvation.

wealthiest Having an abundant supply of money or possessions of value The wealthy
grew thin, and the poor died of starvation.

wealthy Having an abundant supply of money or possessions of value The most
traveled person is rich and wealthy.

weaponed Carrying weapons

weaponless Without a weapon Very good at fighting, either weaponless or with a
katana.

wearable Suitable for wear or able to be worn Ltd. to develop a commercial
wearable kidney.

wearied Exhausted- william styron The hypesters have wearied of the hype, but
culturebox is ready to talk.

wearing Producing exhaustion He is wearing a very natty hat.

wearisome So lacking in interest as to cause mental weariness In fact, i am not
spending any time on this wearisome subject anymore.
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weary Physically and mentally fatigued Did the litigation end because the world
was weary of war

wearying Physically and mentally fatigued I’m weary of trifling with your contrived
and self contradictory arguments.

weather Towards the side exposed to wind The weather is generally cold and
foggy.

weathered Towards the side exposed to wind The walk is intolerable in cold weather.

weatherly Making very little leeway when close-hauled In september 2009,
weatherly married oncologist bojana jankovic.

weatherproof Able to withstand exposure to weather without damage The switch is
entirely self contained and weatherproof.

weatherworn Worn by exposure to the weather All the monuments have fallen from
their bases and are weatherworn.

webbed Having open interstices or resembling a web The legs are flesh coloured
and the toes are all webbed.

webby Having open interstices or resembling a web The advertisement for the
webby awards is tacky and self aggrandizing.

weblike Having open interstices or resembling a web Between these two cities lies
a more sparse weblike regional rail network.

wed Having been taken in marriage At the end of the series she and kagetora
wed, and have two children.

wedded Having been taken in marriage The couple is planning to wed in june.

wee Very small The singing and dancing starts in the evening and goes on into
the wee hours.

weedless Free from weeds
weedy Being very thin It is common and sometimes weedy.

weeklong Lasting through a week Bet has created a weeklong series to document
this movement.

weekly Of or occurring every seven days The pails were collected on a weekly
basis during the day.

weensy Very small Please try to tone it down, at least just a tad teensy weensy
little bit.

weeny Very small I don’t care about the teeny weeny chance of an arbcom case.

weepy Liable to weep easily They think that goth is boring, outdated and ultra
weepy.
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weightless Having little or no weight or apparent gravitational pull; light In another
word, a freely falling object is weightless.

weighty Having relatively great weight; heavy I’ve added another weighty
paragraph to the embargo section.

weird Strikingly odd or unusual- bram stoker He is weird because he is a
sociopath.

weirdest Suggesting the operation of supernatural influences- john galsworthy
Soon he sees many strange, weird, and oafish creatures around.

welcome Giving pleasure or satisfaction or received with pleasure or freely granted
Welcome to the adoptee classrooms page.

welcoming Very cordial The villagers are warm and welcoming and the party
invitations are flowing.

welfarist Of or relating to a welfare state The welfarist position isn’t one normally
adopted by vegans.

well Resulting favorably Good lord it is illegal to drive drunk amp; look at how
well thats working out

well-balanced Free from psychological disorder The output of the antenna is a balanced
line.

well-connected Connected by blood or close acquaintance with people of wealth or social
position The ramp generator is connected to the electrodes.

well-educated Highly educated; having extensive information or understanding The
population is well educated and urbane.

well-founded Based on sound reasoning or evidence It is the first sorority founded in
england.

well-heeled In fortunate circumstances financially; moderately rich This first victory
augurs well.

well-known Widely or fully known Anaimalai is well known for its salubrious climate.

well-lighted Provided with artificial light Candles were lighted to symbolize the
warmth and brightness of the sun.

well-off In fortunate circumstances financially; moderately rich Also, in the
summer, heavy kelp is found along and well off the western shore.

wellborn Of good or upper-class lineage

welsh Of or relating to or characteristic of wales or its people or their language
The poem belongs to the medieval welsh tradition of prophetic verse.

wesleyan
Of or pertaining to or characteristic of the branch of protestantism
adhering to the views of wesley A large cistern in the rear of the wesleyan
supplied the school’s water supply.
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west Situated in or facing or moving toward the west It lies to the east, and
clackamas to the west.

westbound Moving toward the west This route is one way westbound.

westerly Moving toward the west The winds are predominantly westerly and
persistently strong.

western Of wind; from the west The vestry in the western end of the south aisle, is
unusually positioned.

westernmost Farthest to the west The westernmost point of this woreda is the
westernmost point of ethiopia.

westmost Farthest to the west The westmost square in the first row, in zone 1, has
identification al.

westside Of the western part of a city Like most of los angeles, the westside has
heavy traffic congestion.

westward Moving toward the west In the east, the soviets were pushing the
germans westward.

wet Consisting of or trading in alcoholic liquor Note the wet meadows and the
stone.

Adjectives That Start with WH (32 Words)

whacked Exhausted or worn out This place is indeed extremely whacked.
whacking Enormous I’ll keep whacking as they pop up.

whacky Informal or slang terms for mentally irregular There is something really
whacky going on here.

whatever One or some or every or all without specification Hopefully whatever you
find, this can be settled agreeably.

whatsoever One or some or every or all without specification Economizer has not
engaged at all in any substantive discussions whatsoever.

wheaten Of or relating to or derived from wheat Common coat colors are grizzle and
tan, blue and tan, red, or wheaten.

wheelless Having no wheels or having no wheeled vehicles

wheezing Relating to breathing with a whistling sound Inspiratory wheezing also
occurs in hypersensitivity pneumonitis.

wheezy Relating to breathing with a whistling sound Call is a wheezy piping ‘seek
seek seek’ given mostly in alarm.
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whimsical Determined by chance or impulse or whim rather than by necessity or
reason The storyline is very obscure and whimsical.

whiney Habitually complaining All he does on the other hand is act all whiney and
rude.

whiny Habitually complaining It’s emo without being whiny, or bratty.

whiplike Having or resembling a lash or whip (as does a flagellum) Yuzuriha is a
masked female juttensen who wields an energy whiplike weapon.

whippy Bending and snapping back readily without breaking It may also be played
with two thin plastic whippy sticks.

whirring Like the sound of rapidly vibrating wings Their flight is direct with a loud
whirring of wings.

whiskered Having hair on the cheeks and chin He is whiskered with red hair.
whiskerless Having no beard It has a wide, flat, whiskerless head.

whiskery Having hair on the cheeks and chin At the center of the flower are many
whiskery stamens.

whispering Making a low continuous indistinct sound Who is the person whispering

white Glowing white with heat In these faithless times, it needs a star spangle on
its red, white and blue banner.

white-collar Of or designating salaried professional or clerical work or workers The
collar of the blouse is round necked.

white-haired Favorite Herrena was a girl with the henna haired, harridan.
whitened Having lost its color His face was whitened with flour.
whiter Restricted to whites only The lower lip is marbled black and white.
whitewashed Coated with whitewash Don’t be whitewashed with history.

whitish Of something having a color tending toward white The underparts are
whitish streaked dusky.

whole Acting together as a single undiversified whole There are in total 124
names praising the sun in the whole procedure.

wholehearted With unconditional and enthusiastic devotion I wish you my wholehearted
congratulations on your election to the ac.

wholemeal Of or relating to or derived from wheat The wholemeal, made from brown
rice, is getting popular.

wholesale Ignoring distinctions The battle resulted in no wholesale collapse of the
frontier.

wholesome Conducive to or characteristic of physical or moral well-being Meals
provided in the hostel mess are wholesome and nourishing.
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whopping Very large That’s a difference of a whopping 800 years.

Adjectives That Start with WI (59 Words)

wiccan Of or relating to wicca Now it just seems wiccan and pretty and springy.

wicked Intensely or extremely bad or unpleasant in degree or quality Aditya is
smart, wicked, witty and charming sophisticate.

wide Fully open or extended A wide panorama spreads before us.
wide-ranging Including much A wide panorama spreads before us.

wideband Responding to or operating at a wide band of frequencies The word
you’re looking for is perhaps ‘wideband’.

wider Fully open or extended The promontory is approximately wide and long.
widespread Widely circulated or diffused The structure is widespread in the family.

widowed Single because of death of the spouse Upon tutankhamun’s death ay
seized the throne and married the widowed queen.

wigged Wearing a wig There is a single wigged judge, assisted by a bench of
clerks in front of him.

wigless Not wearing a wig

wild Intensely enthusiastic about or preoccupied with Their food is wild and
uncultivated.

wild-eyed Appearing extremely agitated Centaur were also wild and lusty.

wildcat Outside the bounds of legitimate or ethical business practices Also in
1924, the wildcat was chosen as the mascot.

wilful Habitually disposed to disobedience and opposition If such continues, it
will be regarded as wilful vandalism.

willful Habitually disposed to disobedience and opposition The jury returned a
verdict of willful murder.

willing Not brought about by coercion or force Are you willing to pay the
retainer

willowy Slender and graceful Her pale skin and willowy clothes give her the
appearance of a shy spirit.

wilsonian Of or relating to or suggestive of woodrow wilson Good to hear from a
fellow wilsonian viking powermatchian.

wilted Not firm The flower wilted after a day.

wily Marked by skill in deception This did not deter the wily veteran from
stamping his class on the field.
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wimpy Weak and ineffectual Cv, another vote on the not at all wimpy side.

windblown Used especially of trees; growing in a shape determined by the prevailing
winds Later it was covered with windblown soil and grasses and trees.

windburned Suffering from windburn
windburnt Suffering from windburn

winded Breathing laboriously or convulsively I was being uncharacteristically
short winded.

winding Marked by repeated turns and bends The secondary winding of the
isolation transformer powers the active electrode.

windless Without or almost without wind The wind was blowing, but it was a calm
windless day.

windswept Open to or swept by wind There are about 90 cold, windswept and
desolate islands in this archipelago.

windup Operated by a mechanism I suspect an elaborate windup, or a legend not
actually used in practice.

windward On the side exposed to the wind Conversely a windward slope will be
bare of snow.

windy Using or containing too many words The summit is often windy, with the
record being.

winey Having the taste of wine

winged Very fast; as if with wings The winged foot symbolizes the excellence in
athletics.

wingless Lacking wings The female of this species is wingless.

winglike Resembling a wing in shape or position He glided back to earth, using a
huge winglike cloak to break his fall.

winless Having no wins He was winless with two losses as a pitcher.
winning Having won Winning the shimmer title is not enough.

winsome Charming in a childlike or naive way Winsome pinnock is a british
playwright born in 1880s.

wintery Characteristic of or occurring in winter There should be more pictures of
wintery helsinki in the article.

wintry Characteristic of or occurring in winter The day is wintry, grey and
sunless.

wireless Having no wires Hence the static configuration for the wireless
connection on the desktop.
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wiry Of hair that resembles wire in stiffness The antennae are stiff and wiry
and have hook at the tips.

wise Having or prompted by wisdom or discernment The villagers are proud of
their resourceful wise man.

wiser Evidencing the possession of inside information Futurists who deal with
the future are wise people.

wisplike Thin and weak- edmund wilson
wispy Thin and weak- edmund wilson She has wispy blonde hair.

wistful Showing pensive sadness The effect of wistful intimacy is not a result of
improvisational looseness.

witching
Possessing or using or characteristic of or appropriate to supernatural
powers- shakespeare After his death she was accused of witching her
husband to death.

withdrawn Withdrawn from society; seeking solitude The nomination was withdrawn
by the president.

withered Lean and wrinkled by shrinkage as from age or illness-w.f.starkie Much
that was presumptuous and meretricious withered under his gaze.

withering Making light of- w.s.gilbert The centrepiece of the album is ‘decadence’,
his withering portrait of nico.

witless Lacking sense or understanding or judgment She resists, and is found
witless and brought home sick.

wittgensteinian In the manner of ludwig wittgenstein Elements of a wittgensteinian
philosophy of the human sciences.

witting Intentionally conceived In 1876 he resigned as governor and dedicated
himself to witting.

witty Combining clever conception and facetious expression He was a notably
witty conversationalist.

wizard Possessing or using or characteristic of or appropriate to supernatural
powers- shakespeare The wizard anathermatized the water of the pond.

wizardly Possessing or using or characteristic of or appropriate to supernatural
powers- shakespeare He is feared as a major stygian wizard.

wizen Lean and wrinkled by shrinkage as from age or illness-w.f.starkie

wizened
Lean and wrinkled by shrinkage as from age or illness-w.f.starkie Odin
often appears as a wizened wanderer, often associated with the wild
hunt.
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Adjectives That Start with WO (47 Words)

wobbling Fluctuating unsteadily It can also result in a wobbling of the steering.

wobbly Inclined to shake as from weakness or defect There appear to be many
wobbly statements here.

woebegone Affected by or full of grief or woe- george du maurier Dziemba, the
steward of stolnik’s estate, ushers in the woebegone creature.

wonderful Extraordinarily good or great ; used especially as intensifiers The
descriptive nature of the article is wonderful.

wondering Showing curiosity I was wondering if you could troubleshoot the problem.
wonderworking Performing or able to perform wonders or miracles

wondrous Extraordinarily good or great ; used especially as intensifiers Not as
wondrous as the art and stories themselves, but …

wonky Inclined to shake as from weakness or defect Second, the directions on
that are very wonky.

wonted Commonly used or practiced; usual I wonted to write couple of article.
wood-burning Fueled by wood The cameraman is filming the burning building.

wooded Covered with growing trees and bushes etc Further down the valley is
the wooded and tranquil nether wasdale estate.

wooden Lacking ease or grace After piercing the source with a wooden stick, the
rhino falls to the floor.

woolgathering Dreamy in mood or nature

wooly Having a fluffy character or appearance The hair texture is described as
wooly.

woozy Having or causing a whirling sensation; liable to falling I eloquence will
have to wait until the weekend because i am too woozy.

wordless Expressed without speech- emily dickinson- thomas wolfe It is an
invisible, independent, and wordless state of pure consciousness.

wordsworthian Using or containing too many words I believe the edit rate section of the
policy is unnecessarily wordy.

wordy Using or containing too many words It is wordy to qualify the truth of
every fact.

workable Capable of being done with means at hand and circumstances as they are
At the time of the rfc there were no clear, workable alternatives.

workaday Found in the ordinary course of events- anita diamant Less historic
distinction there, more workaday stuff, i suppose.
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working Performing or capable of performing Then she found herself spending 55
hours a week at a job she likened to working in shipping and receiving.

working-class Of those who work for wages especially manual or industrial laborers-
g.b.shaw They dissipated their strength through working.

workmanlike Worthy of a good workman I would call both thomases adequate,
workmanlike.

world Involving the entire earth; not limited or provincial in scope The global
world wants peace and harmony in the globe of the world.

world-class Ranking above all others Bacillariophyceae is a class of diatom.

world-weary Tired of the world Tired and weary under the hot scorching sun, draupadi
fainted of thirst.

world-wide Of worldwide scope or applicability- christopher morley One of the main
technological developments of the 1990s was the world wide web.

worldly Very sophisticated especially because of surfeit; versed in the ways of the
world His reign was worldly and irreligious.

worldwide Involving the entire earth; not limited or provincial in scope This is
attributed to the worldwide overproduction of paper.

worried Mentally upset over possible misfortune or danger etc I am more worried
about the style of the prose.

worrisome Not reassuring; tending to cause anxiety But to some the language is
worrisome.

worrying Causing distress or worry or anxiety I’m the one who is worrying about
the test.

worse Changed for the worse in health or fitness All the worse when the
difference is categorical.

worsened Changed for the worse in health or fitness As conflict worsened, the
leaders gathered.

worsening Changing for the worse Headlines told of a worsening situation.

worshipful Showing great reverence for god Finally, it must become informative and
not worshipful.

worshipped Regarded with deep or rapturous love (especially as if for a god) God is
worshipped along with the veneration of the orishas.

worst Most wanting in quality or value or condition At worst, headhunting is
seen as expensive.

worth Worthy of being treated in a particular way (often used ironically) The
bigger the rock, the more money the rock is worth.
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worthful Having worth or merit or value Then i made my case, arguing that this is
a worthful addition to the article.

worthless Lacking in usefulness or value Fifty five year old srinivasa raghavan is a
worthless wastrel.

worthwhile Sufficiently valuable to justify the investment of time or interest Despite
the problems i think the outcome is worthwhile.

worthy Worthy of being chosen especially as a spouse Through deification man is
deemed worthy of seeing god.

would-be Unfulfilled or frustrated in realizing an ambition It would be
appreciatively received.

wound Put in a coil After four unexceptional seasons, the club was wound up.

wounded Suffering from physical injury especially that suffered in battle The offer
was accepted and the wounded evacuated.

wounding Causing physical or especially psychological injury Shrapnel flailed the
superstructure of the tanker, wounding 14 men.

Adjectives That Start with WR, WY (19 Words)

wrecked Destroyed in an accident The storm wrecked two of the four rafts.

wrenching Causing great physical or mental suffering That’s a profoundly wrenching
thing to do.

wretched Characterized by physical misery Does your heart burn with avarice, and a
wretched desire of more

wriggling Moving in a twisting or snake-like or wormlike fashion All these wriggling
and wrangling is indeed perplexing.

wrinkleless Not wrinkled or creased
wrinkleproof Of fabric that does not wrinkle easily

wrinkly Marked by wrinkles Baubas, an evil spirit with long sear arms, wrinkly
fingers, and red eyes.

writhed Twisted (especially as in pain or struggle)- walter scott Mcmahon writhed
on the ground in pain, having suffered a separated shoulder.

writhen Twisted (especially as in pain or struggle)- walter scott

writhing Moving in a twisting or snake-like or wormlike fashion In the center are pits
of writhing snakes.

written Systematically collected and written down Contiguity space is opaquely
written.
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wrong Used of the side of cloth or clothing intended to face inward Oh, what’s
wrong with casuistry

wrongful Not just or fair It was recognized as a wrongful report and dismissed.

wrongheaded Obstinately perverse in judgment or opinion The comparison is therefore
wrongheaded and gratuitous.

wroth Vehemently incensed and condemnatory Robert wroth appeared to have
been a gambler, philanderer and a drunkard.

wrothful Vehemently incensed and condemnatory

wrought Shaped to fit by or as if by altering the contours of a pliable mass (as by
work or effort) The crisis had wrought havoc on the army.

wry Humorously sarcastic or mocking The painting may be read as watteau’s
wry comment on his mortal illness.

wysiwyg
Relating to or being a word processing system that prints the text exactly as
it appears on the computer screen This will make it more wysiwyg, easier to
explain, and more extendable.

We hope you enjoyed our list of W adjectives. Remember to use more adjectives in your
writing to help the audience visualize what is happening and make your story clear.


